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This Presentation:

 What is Mathematics Vision Project (MVP)?

 How MVP materials fit the Common Core?

 Review of the MVP materials.



WHAT IS THE 
MATHEMATICS VISION PROJECT? 

Mathematics Vision Project is an 
educator-driven initiative

Built from the ground-up for          
Common Core

Committed to life-long learning



Who are we?  
Meet the MVP Team

We believe math is engaging. 

We enjoy our work. 

We know teachers need support. 



What sets us apart from traditional 
publishers?

Built from the ground-up for the 
Common Core Standards. 

Our materials are focused on learning 
progressions. 

Our curriculum is free and published 
under a Creative Commons license. 
Additional supports also available 
mathematicsvisionproject.org



How are our materials designed?

The underlying design of the materials 
distinguishes between problems and 
exercises

Each problem or exercise has a purpose

Assignments are purposefully designed
 “Lessons have a few well-designed problems that 

progressively build and extend understanding.”  
(K-8 Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core Standards in Mathematics)



For Example:

Problem

Exercises



In-Class Tasks and Ready-Set-Go 
Assignments



In-Class Tasks and Ready-Set-Go 
Assignments



A Multi-tasking Approach to 
Learning

 Because the materials are built from the 
ground-up, every standard is fully addressed

 Each standard is addressed in more than one task.

 Each task addresses more than one standard.

Materials cannot match the contours of the standards by 
approaching each individual content standard as a separate event. 

(K-8 Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core Standards in Mathematics)



A Multi-tasking Approach to 
Learning

http://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/11459286/ccssmgraph.pdf



For Example:

The same standards 
appear in multiple 

tasks

Multiple standards 
appear in the same 

task



Tasks are sequenced using the 
Comprehensive Mathematics Instruction 
framework.

Develop Understanding tasks surface student thinking

 Solidify Understanding tasks examine and extend 
student thinking

 Practice Understanding tasks build fluency

Develop 
Understanding

Solidify 
Understanding

Practice 
Understanding



For Example:

Develop

Solidify

Practice



Differentiated to meet the needs of 
all students

Low-threshold, high ceiling tasks 

Story contexts and visual representations 

Tasks are designed to surface students’ 
intuitive understandings



Story Contexts that Support
Conceptual Understanding



Student Work Demonstrates 
Multiple Access Points



Students are Immersed in Standards 
for Mathematical Practice



Teacher’s Role Supported with
Teacher Notes

 Teacher notes identify the focus for each task and provides 
full description of the lesson including anticipating student 
work, and ideas for facilitating discussions.



Our materials reflect the High 
School Publishers’ Criteria for 
Common Core State Standards 
for Mathematics 



Focus, Coherence, Rigor and 
Balance (HS Publishers Criteria for CCSSM, 2013)

Focus: where the standards focus.

Coherence: think across grades, and link to 
major topics in each grade

Rigor: in major topics, pursue with equal 
intensity
 conceptual understanding,
 procedural skill and fluency, and
 applications (modeling)



Focus, Coherence, Rigor and 
Balance (HS Publishers Criteria for CCSSM, 2013)

 Balance and Rigor: 
 The three aspects of rigor are not always separate in materials. 

(Fluency can be practiced in the context of applications; and brief 
applications can build conceptual understanding.)

 Nor are the three aspects of rigor always together in materials. 
(Fluency requires dedicated practice to that end; conceptual 
understanding will not always come along for free unless explicitly 
taught.)

 Focus and Coherence:  Content and practice standards are 
not connected mechanistically or randomly, but instead 
support focus and coherence.



Focus



Coherence

 Innately part of the Learning Cycle  

Thinking across grades and courses and                                                
linking major topics in each course

The standards were not so much assembled out of 
topics as woven out of progressions.    (CCSS, Appendix)



Balance and Rigor

Conceptual Understanding

Procedural Skill

Fluency and Application

Develop 
Understanding

Solidify 
Understanding

Practice 
Understanding



Independent Review of MVP: 
Washington State, July 2013

 MVP leads the way in Open Education Resources

Click to image to view
Full report



Independent Review of Our 
Materials



Independent Review of Our 
Materials



Independent Review of Our 
Materials



Independent Review of Our 
Materials



What sets MVP apart?

 Our materials are created from the ground-up to embody the 
focus, coherence, and rigor of the Common Core and 
immerse students in the Standards for Mathematical Practice. 

 Our materials respect what is known about how students 
learn mathematics as well as the key ideas for how 
knowledge is organized and generated within the discipline 
of mathematics. 

 Our curriculum is free and published under a Creative 
Commons license.  Other support materials and professional 
development are available at mathematicsvisionproject.org
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